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1. Introduction

In a series of papers by S. Eilenberg and S. Mac Lane [4], [5] and by S.
Mac Lane [121, the cohomology theory of groups has been expounded in such
a way that the group extension problem is recast in homological terms. (See
also [9].) In particular, those authors were able to show that group extensions
can be related to appropriate 2-cohomology classes in the abelian case, while
in the non-abelian case the possibility of extension depends upon a certain
obstruction, a 3-cocycle, becoming a coboundary. Let us suppose that we
are given an abelian group A with two groups of operators, B1 and B2, where
each operator from B2 commutes with each operator from B1 As in R. Baer
[2], one can set up cochains, cocycles, coboundaries, and cohomology classes
(herein referred to with the prefix hi, as in bicocycle) for this pair of groups
B1, B. with coefficients in A. In 2, using resolutions, we show that the
various bicohomology groups ,(n)(B1, B A) of the pair B1, B are iso-
morphic to the corresponding cohomology groups of the direct sum
B B1 (R) B. In fact, we can find a specific map : over the identity auto-
morphism on the group of integers Z from the tensor product of the standard
projective resolutions of Z as a left Z (B1)-module and as a left Z(B2)-module
to the standard projective resolution of Z as a left Z(B)-module. In 3, we
consider an extension G of A by B, letting be the corresponding epimorphism

-Bfrom G to B. Then the subgroups G o extend A by B, (1 It) and
have the property that each operator b (from B) on A extends to an auto-
morphism of G, which induces the identity automorphism on G,/A B,
so that, as elements in A, (where u(b) represents b in G),

[Ul(b)]-lbe[ul(bl)]-k [ue(be)]-bl[ue(b2)] O.

Such pairs of extensions, G1, G of A by B1, B, are called coherent. Con-
versely, given such a pair of coherent extensions, we can find, using the map
an extension G of A by B with epimorphism o from G to B such that each

--1G B. The set of coherent pairs of extensions of A by B1, B can be
made into a group (B1, Bs; A) which is an epimorphic image of
,\() (B, B2 A) where the kernel is the inverse image of the coherent pair of
splitting extensions. We map both ,.(2) and g above into
,S3()(B A) (R) ,e(B2, A), forming part of an exact diagram.

In 4, we show that the group of aut,oequivalenees of G over A by B (the
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stability group S of the chain G D A D (0) with quotients B and A) can be
extended, via the inner automorphisms of G, by B under certain mild restric-
tions. For a given coherent pair of extensions G1, G2 of A by B1, B2 corre-
sponding to some (B1, B2 A), where the Bk act effectively on A, let
Sk be the stability group of the chain G D A D (0) (with quotients B and
A). We show that there exists a coherent pair of subgroups of the auto-
morphism group of G which extend S by B1, B. Further, the element
t’ (BI, B2 S) which corresponds to the latter pair of extensions is the
map of under the homomorphism from (A) to (S) induced by the
function which carries each a A onto the principal crossed character in
() (Bk, A) generated by a. It is shown that ker v is included in the set of
pairs of coherent extensions, at least one of which is splitting.

Reduction theorems follow readily from the classical results" the cup-
product reduction theorem has an immediate analogue; but, at lowest dimen-
sion, it. is , not (C)(2) which, in our case, has the more natural reduction in
terms of operator homomorphisms. We could, of course, develop a theory
of biobstructions and of Bl-B-bikernels (like Q-kernels) for the non-abelian
case. But it soon becomes clear that our results are implicit in the classical
ones [5], [9] so that we need say no more in this direction.
The automorphism group of G is to be denoted by ?I(G) the inner auto-

morphism group of G, by ,(G) the subgroup of the latter, each element of
which has a generator in a subgroup H of G, by ,(H, G); the center of G, by
Z(G); the centralizer of a subgroup H in G, by Z(H, G). For x, y G, (x}y is
to be xyx-1, so that (x}o (x} ,(G), the inner automorphism of G with
generator x. By A <1 B, we mean that A is a normal subgroup of B, while
A c B, the ordinary inclusion, does not exclude equality or normality. For
a mapping a on a group A with subgroup B, a B or a 1- is to mean a restricted
to B. For an abelian group A with a group of operators B, we let () (k)
(), and (k)(B A) be the groups of /c-dimensional cochains, cocycles, co-
boundaries, and cohomology classes of B with coefficients in A [4]. To say that
B operates on A means that we are considering a particular Horn(B, ?I(A ).
Should be a monomorphism, we say that B operates effectively on A. Al-
though we strive to use group-theoretic rather than homological language
whenever possible, homological formulations are often convenient if not in-
dispensable. (See [3] for homological notions and locutions.)

2. The bicohomology groups
Let B,, B. be a pair of groups, and let A be a left, Z(B1)-Z(B)-bimodule,

(where Z is the ring of integers) [2, p. 22]; that is, there are homomorphisms
v from the group rings Z(B) to the endomorphism ring of the abelian group
A in such a way that each of Im vl and Im v2 is in the centralizer of the other.
The set (’’=)(B1, B; A) of all functions on n, arguments from B, n2
from B, to A is likewise a left Z(B)-Z(B)-bimodule under addition of func-
tions and is isomorphic to the groups of cochains (()(B,, (n)(B, A)) ---
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()(B, () (B1 A) ). Let us define the group of p-bieochains by
(’)(B, B; A) @ (n,n)(B1, B; A), where n + n p 1.
The elements of () consist of all (p + 1)-tuples {f,_}, k 0, 1, p,
where f,_ (’-). We may wish, "by abuse of language," to consider
.f,_ as an element in ()(B, (-)(B, A)) or in -)(B, ()(B, A)).
Let be the usual coboundary operator on ()(B, (m)(B, A)),
where i, j is the set 1, 2 in some order. In what follows, we shall abbreviate
this operator to , though it should be kept in mind that one has different
graded module (B, (B, A)) for ech m and consequently a distinct
differentiation on each graded module. We define [2] differentiation
on by specifying a mpping (’) on (’) to (,+1) by

5(’) (f.0, f-l., f,,- f0,,)
(2.)

(f,,0, ..., f_1,_+1 +(-)%,,-,..., f0,).

We can let 0) A nd define (0) by (0) (a) ( a, a) e (). One cn
show that 5’+)(’) 0, the triviM map, so that , the set of 11 the (’), is
indeed differentiation on . The bicocycles re defined s members of the
kernels of the 5(’)’s, the bicoboundries s members of the images. For com-
pleteness, we tke the 0-dimensionM bicoboundries to be trivial. For n 0,
we form the bicohomology groups @(n)(B, B A), the group of n-bicocycles
(n) (B1, B2 A) modulo the group of n-bicoboundries n)(B1, B2

Let X)
@+ Z(B) be the tensor product of n + 1 copies of the group

ring Z(B). The group of integers is itself left Z(B)-module; for if
u Z(B), if m e Z, and if is the unit ugmenttion [3, p. 189] we let

m=(u)m.

The X( are free left Z(B)-modules, and the negative complex X)

given by the sequence,

with appropriately defined differentiations 0 nd contracting homotopies, is
the standard projective resolution of Z as left Z(B)-module [3, p. 174 if,
p. 189], l, 2. Now take the tensor product of the two resolutions to
obtMn sequence of left Z(B)@Z(B)-modules Y (X(:) @ X.)),
whereu,, n u + 0. SinceZ(B1) @ Z(B) Z(B B) under
ring isomorphism, ech Y, is left Z(B)-module where B B B. The

standard differentiation on this tensor product is given [3, p. 64] by
.(2) () ()(2.2) 0 (x" 0(Xu x

where x() X). The ugmenttion " turns out to be v [3, p. 214].
We should observe that Z @ Z Z, left Z(B)-module, so that we are
working with a resolution Y of Z. It is well known that the contracting
homotopies of the resolution

Y Y,. Y,- YoZ (0)
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can be constructed from the differentiations, the contracting homotopies, and
the augmentations of X() and of X(2) [3, p. 214]. This means that Y is a
projective resolution of Z. We construct the Wn Homz(B)(Y, A) and
the homomorphisms Horn 0 from W to Wn+l, differentiation operators,
computing the ,(n)(B, A) from the sequence

W0 W W
of "cochains" [3, p. 20, p. 175]. Each f Hom(Y,, A) W, is completely
determined by the values which it ssumes on the generators of each

()X) @ a_, n 1. We can use the nonhomogeneous form of the standard
complexes X() nd X(z) [3, pp. 189-190] to obtain free generators for each
X). We cn treat the leftmost component of such generator s an opera-
tor, so that the free generators of X) are just q-tuples of elements of B.
That is, ech f W, determines a set of flmctions {f.,_}, lc O, 1,... n,
where f.n-- ()(B, (n-)(Bz, A) corresponds, under the isomorphism

(2).from ’"-(B, Bz ;A), to f restricted to Xa A,_. Conversely, such
a set determines n f Wn, where f is defined on X X._ by f.n-- (re-
calling the "buse of lnguge" bove). We set p(f) {f.,_} nd observe
t.ht p commutes with 6 nd is n isomorphism of W,, onto "(B, B2 A).
Hence,

THEOREM 2.3. For each nonncgative integer n,

(n)(B B ;A) (n)(B1 B, A).

Instead of the standard projective resolutions of Z as a left Z(B)-module,
we could hve used the normalized standard complex [3, p. 186, p. 190], ,
The tensor product of the two resolutions X)(k 1, 2) is again normalized,
since the tensor product elements x 0 and 0 @ x are both 0. The bico-
homology groups of the pair B, B can thus be computed using only normal
bicochains; that is, each component .(.,_ of such a cochain takes on the value
0 whenever any one of its first k arguments is the unity of B1 or whenever any
one of its ltter n arguments is the unity of B.
We shall now find a specific map ff over the identity automorphism on Z

from the complex Y to the standard projective resolution of Z as a left Z(B)-
module. First, suppose that the A (lc 1, 2) are two Z-projective, supple-
mented Z-algebras with augmentations " A Z [3, Chapter IX, l, and
Chapter X, 1, 2]. -Form the supplemented, standard normalized complexes
N(M, v) [3, p. 186] from the Nn(A, e) A (A) where 0(5) Z
and where, for n > 0, Nn(A) n Coker(Z A) [3, p. 176]. The n-cells

() and differentiation is givenof the complex can be written h)[h?), h ,
[3, p. 186] by

0,
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(2.3.n) 0 h0()[h[), h(),

We now define a function on N(A1 (R) A2, 1 () 2) to
N(A1, 1) @ N(A, e) by specifying

(1)
An

The function 5: is an operator modification of the Eilenberg-Zilber mapping
[6, p. 59, (4.2)], [7]. A tedious calculation shows that 0Y Yn--lO,
n 1, 2, while ff is readily shown to be a map over the identity map on
ZtoZ.
We now specify that. Ak Z(Bk), ]c 1, 2, taking each to be the unit

augmentation. To obtain the bicochains we form

Hom(N(Z(B1), 81) () N(Z(B), e), A)

Hom(N(Z(B1) (R) Z(B), 1 (R) ), A).

It is not difficult to see that the former is just the same right complex W with
the same i Horn 0 as was obtained above (in the normalized case, of
course). In particular, for elements bk. B,,

Y2(b10 () beo)[bn (R) be1, b12 (R) b221
1910[bn, 5121 () b20 b10 bn[b12] (R) beo[bel]

-t- blo bn b1. (R) b2o[b1 b22].

Since ff is a map over the identity mapping , it induces a map of n-cocycles
Un on N(Z(BI), 81) (R) N(Z(B2), 82) to n-cocycles V Un Yn on
N(Z(B1) (R) Z(B), c (R) ). Specifically, a 2-cocycle U (wl, r, w2) on
the former complex is determined by the three functions

Wl on N.(Z(B1), el) (R) No(Z(B), c,) with values Wl(bn, b) A,
r on NI(Z(B1), ’1) (R) N(Z(B), _) with values r(bl, bt) A,
w on No(Z(B1), 1) (R) N(Z(B), ) with values w(bl b) A,

where, from (2.1), ti w 0 and 5.r (-1)ti.wi, i j, i, j, lc 1, 2.
From (2.5.1), we have

V [511 (R) bel, b1 (R) be] U e [.-.]
(2.5.2)

wl (511, b) bl r(51, b21) -t-- bn b1 w(bt, b).
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We shall later need the fact that the rightmost member of (2.5.2) is the value
of an element w of (2)(B1 () B2, A) (since p commutes with

3. Coherent pairs of extensions

Let G extend an abelian group A by B B1 ( B2. There is an epimorph-

ism 0 on G to B such that the sequence (0) -- A -- G - B -- (1) is exact.
By this extension, A becomes a left Z(B1)-Z(B)-bimodule. For ] 1, 2,
let Gk o-lBk be the complete inverse images in G under of the B. Choose
functions u which yield representatives u(bk) in G of the b Bk. For
i j, each bi e Bi operates on G- via

(3.1.1) b g. u(bi)gj(u(bi)

where g. Gj. Further, the operator b on G. extends the operator b on A
and induces the identity automorphism on the quotient Gj/A which is iso-
morphic to B.. Thus we can define functions r on B1 B. to A by

ri(b b) (b ui(bi) )(ui(bi) )-.(3..)

It follows that

(3.1.3) r(b, b) [u(bi), u(bj)],

so that the properties of commutators lead at once to

(3.1.4) r -- r: 0.

If pk is the projection epimorphism of B onto B, one sees that ker pi G
where j i, so that if G extends A by B, then G extends G by B. while G
extends A by B:, whence we have a double two-stage extension of A by B1
and B:.

Conversely, suppose that A is a left Z(B)-Z(B)-bimodule and that the
G are extensions of A by the B with normalized factor systems w: each G
can be faithfully represented as a group of ordered pairs (a, bk), a e A, b B,
with multiplication given [9] by

(3.2) (a b)(a., b) (al - bl(a2) - wk(bkl b2), b bk).

The mapping a -- (a, 1) is a monomorphism. Let us further suppose that
each operator bi on A can be extended to an operator on G (i j) which
induces the identity automorphism on B.. Call such an extension of the
operator b a complementary extending automorphism. It follows that there
exist functions r e (1,1)(B, B: A) associated with the particular comple-
mentary extending automorphisms b such that, for the mappings on the
coset representatives (0, b) of Bk in G,

(3.3) b(0, b.) (r(b,b),b), i,j 1, 2, i j.

Applying b to the product (0, b’l)(0, b.) and simplifying, one has
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(3.4) 5iw ti.ri, i,j 1,2, i j.

Conversely, if one can find a pair of functions rk which are solutions of (3.4)
where the factor systems w are given, then each operator b has a comple-
mentary extending automorphism on G..

In Gk, let a second set of coset representatives of B be given by the
(c(b), b), where ck (1)(B, A). Each G can now [9] be represented by
ordered pairs [a, b.] (a -- c(b), bk), wherew is to be replaced by w -t- i c.
A brief calculation shows that bi[0, b.] [r(bl, be), b.] where

(3.5.1) ri r -t- ti c., i j,

whence

(3.5.2) rl -t- r,., rl -t- ro. -[- til ce -- tie c.
h(k) 2’If there are two complementary extending automorphisms v ]c 1

for b, then they differ from each other by an autoequivalence of G; over
A by B., that is [8], by an automorphism s belonging to the stability group
of the chain G. [:> A [:> (0), an automorphism which speciulizes to the identity
automorphism on A and induces the identity automorphism on B.; and
conversely, if s is a member of the stability group S. of the chain above, and
if b. stands for any complementary extending automorphism of the operator
b on A, then sbi is also a complementary extending automorphism of the
operator b.. It is well known that S. is isomorphic to the group of crossed
characters of B. into A, that is, to (1)(B., A) [1], [9, p. 130]. Let s. with
values s(b) be any function on B to S.. Then

(3.6.1) s(b) (0, b) (g(b)(b), b), d(b,) (1)(B, A),

so that, for the most generM complementary extending automorphism for
b, s(bi)b,

(3.6.2) s(b.)b(O, b) (r(bl, b) + d(b)(b), b).

We see that d. (1)(Bi, 3(1)(B’, A)), defining a function

d-* ((i,1) (B1 B A)

by ds (b, b) d(b,)(b). If we put r r + d. we see that (3.4) holds
vith r: replaced by r’

For functions z.i (1)(B., ()(B, A)), let z be defined by

z, (b be) z,(bs)(b.).

Suppose that, for a pair of extensions G, Ge of A by B1, B, each of
the operators b (k 1, 2) has a complementary extending automor-
phism in at least one way. In this case, we call the G a complementary
pair q[ extensions of A by the B Let us assume, in addition, that the sum

$ * (1) (1)
rt - r can be rewritten as zt -t- z for suitable z. (B., (B, A)).
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By (3.5.2) and by the definition of the r’, we see that. a change of coset
representatives and/or a change of complementary extending automorphisms
does not alter the property (P) of the sum rl nt- re that it decompose into a
sum of two "partial cocycles", Zl q- ze so that (P) is a property of the pair
of extensions Gi G2 of A by Bi B2 not of the particular coset representatives
of the elements of the Bk in the Gk, or of the particular complementary extend-
ing automorphisms of the operators bk. A complementary pair of extensions of
A by theB is said to be coherent if property (P) holds. A complementary pair
of extensions is coherent if and only if appropriate changes in the comple-
mentary extending automorphisms make ri -Jr- re 0; for if one has coherence,
rl -1- r2 zl -- z2 and the modifying factors sj(bi) can always be chosen in
such a way that the corresponding function d. is just z., j 1, 2. By

co B of G is a coherent pair of extensions of A(3.1.4), the pair of subgroups -1

by the B, in the example discussed at the beginning of this section.
Suppose, now, that G1, Ge is a coherent pair of extensions of A by the

BI B2 Choose coset representative selection functions u on Bk to G, factor
sets w, and complementary extending automorphisms so that r rl -re.
It follows from (3.4) that ii r 1) ii w (j 1, 2) We may then construct
an extension G of A by B with factor set w from (2.5.2) by forming all ordered
triples (a, bl, be) with multiplication rule

(al, bll, b21) (a2, b12, b22)

(3.7)
(al -- bll b21 ae -t- W(bl, b21, b12, bee), bll b2, b21 bee)

(al -- bll b21 a2 nt- w1(b11, b2) bll r(ble, b21)-- 511 b12 w2(b21, b22), bl b, b21 bee).

Describe the natural epimorphism co on G to B by c0(a, bl, be) (bl, be),
so that the sequence (0) -- A -- G - B -- (1) is exact. The subgroup
G co-lB1 of G is the set of all (a, bl, 1), and G extends A by B1. Since
w(bil 1, b12 1) reduces to wi(b11 b12), G is isomorphic to G1 under the map
(I)1 which carries (a, bi, 1) ont.o aUl(bl). A direct computation employing
(3.7) allows us to assert that be operates on G via

(3.7.1)
be(a, bl, 1) (0, 1, be)(a, bl, 1)(0, 1, b2) -1

(bea- r(bl,be),bl, 1),

where the leftmost component of the rightmost member is the general element
of A. Therefore, the operator be on A extends to an automorphism b2 on G
which induces the identity automorphism on G/A. However, in G1,

(3.7.2) be(aul(bl) (bea r(bl, b2)
--1

so that be(P1 (Pl be. Likewise, the subgroup G co B2 consists of all
(a, 1, be) G; and since w(1, be1, 1, b.e) reduces to we(be, b.), the map
which carries (a, 1, b:) onto aue(b.) e Ge is an isomorphism on G onto
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Again, bl operates on G via

bl(a, 1, be) (0, bl, 1)(a, 1, be)(0, bl, 1)-1
(3.7.3)

(51 a + r(bl, b), 1, b),

so that, the operator bl on A extends to an automorphism bl on G which
induces the identity automorphism on G/A_. Moreover, in G,

(3.7.4) bl(au(b) (bl a + r(bl b) )u(b),

so that b d) bl. If p, as before, is the proiection epimorphism from
B to B, one readily obtains ker p Gj. We summarize in

TtlEOREM 3.8. Let G be an extension of an abelian group A by B B1 @ B
expressed in the form of the exact sequence

(3.s.0) (0) -A

-1B k 2) are a coherent pair of extensions of A by the B whereThen the
the operators on w-B by Bj (j i) are induced by inner automorphisms of G
generated by coset representatives of B in o-lBj and where G extends each
by B. Conversely, if A is a left Z(B1)-Z(B2)-bimodule and if the G are a
coherent pair of extensions of A by the B with the sequences

exact, then (1) there exists an extension G of A by B where the sequence (3.8.0)
-aBis exact, (2) there exists a pair of operator isomorphisms {P on the co onto the

G# in the sense that b {Pj b for every operator b from Bi, and (3)

A coherent pair of extensions G1, G2 Of A by B1, B is completely deter-
mined by a quadruple of functions [Wl, rl r, w2] where the w are cocycles,
where the sum of the r decomposes into the sum of two partial cocycles and
where (3.4) holds. Call such quadruples standard. A change of coset
representatives and of complementary extending automorphisms replaces
the standard quadruple above by a new standard quadruple

[Wl f- (l Cl, rl -- (1 c2 -- d rz -- 6z ca -+- d wz + tiz cz]

where c ((1)(B/, A) and d. (1)(B, (1) (B-, A) ). Let us say that two
standard quadruples are equivalent if, under componentwise addition, they
differ by a quadruple

[(1 el, (1 C2 + d, (2 Cl + d, 2 c2],

a standard quadruple which we shall call trivial. It is clear that the standard
quadruples are thus partitioned into equivalence classes. Define an addition
on the equivalence classes by adding a pair of representatives, component by
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component, and forming the equivalence class of the standard quadruple
which is their sum. It is clear that addition is independent of the representa-
tives chosen for the summands and that, under this addition, the set of quad-
ruple classes is an abelian group (B1, B2 A) with the class of trivial quad-
ruples as the zero element. The set of quadruple classes is in one-to-one
correspondence with the set of pairs of coherent extensions of A by the
so that one may look upon as the group of coherent pair eztensions of A by the
pair B1, B2. The zero element of corresponds to the pair of those splitting
extensions of A by the Bk which are associated with the given pair of homo-
morphisms 4() which carry the B into OX(A). This pair of splitting exten-
sions is always coherent for all left Z(B1)-Z(B2)-bimodules A, so that. is
never vacuous, though it may be trivial (e.g., (F1, F; A) (0) if the
F are free).
On g)(2)(B, Be A) to ()(Bk, A) there is a homomorphism 0k given by

O[(Vt, r, we) -Jr- (2)(B, Be;A)] Wk + (2)(Bk, A), a mapping which
is independent of the particular bicocycle which represents its cohomology
class. Let (R)(B1, Be A) be ker 01 n ker 0., which consists of all

(0, d*, 0) + 3>(B, B A)

where d* is any member of 1,)(B1, Be ;A) for which tik d* 0, k 1, 2.
There isa homomorphism 0 on (e(B1 ,B ;A) to ,2(B1 ,A) (R) ,)(e (Be ,A
defined by 0(D) 01(D), 02(I))) for every D e ()(B1, B. ;A). It is clear
that ker 0 . Likewise, there is a monomorphism zX on into
,)2 (B, A @ ’ (B., A given by

A{ [wl, rr, re, we]} (Wl @" ;(2) (B1, d), 7)2 -3
I- (2) (B2, d ).

It is immediate that A is independent of coset representatives, as is A defined
by

A[(wl, r, we) + 2(2)(B1, B2 A )1 {[Wl, r, --r, well.
In fact, A e Hom((e)(Bt, Be; A), ) and is an epimorphism since each
class of standard quadruples has at least one member of the form [wl, r, --r, w].
If the 2-bieoeyele (Wl, r, w) represents a bieohomology class in ker A, then
there exist 1-eoehains c with coefficients in A and 1-eoehains d. with coeffi-
cients which are crossed characters such that ti. c w and

r tice-+- d --ticl --d.
That is, (/)1 r, we) is cohomologous to (0, d*, 0) where

d*=a +a= -d +c.
Since ti d 0,

(’Wl, r, we) q- 3(e)(B, B A) e (B, Be A).

Conversely, A carries each element of onto the trivial class of quadruples,
so that ker A . We summarize in
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THEOREM 3.9.

(0) (R)(Bi

The commutative diagram below has exact rows and columns:

(0) (0)

B A -- ,() B B. A A (B, B ;A) -- (0)

(0) -- (B1, B. A) -+ (’ (B, B: A) _0 g()(B, A) @ Y)()(B:, A).

(0)

4. Coherent pairs of extensions of stability groups
Let G be an extension of the abelin group A by the group B, nd let S be

the stnbility group of the chain G D> A [::> (0) with quotients B and A. Not
only is A a left Z(B)-module, but S can also be turned into one as follows:
First, there is nn isomorphism r, let us call it the canonical isomorphism, on
()(B, A) onto S such that, if e ()(B, A), then () carries (0, b) e G
onto ((b), b), where G has a representation as a group of ordered pairs
(a,b),aeA, beB,sin3. If we letbeBopemteon()(B,A) by

(4.0.1) (b)(x) (xb) (b) b(b-ixb)
for every (1)(B, A) and for every x B, then (1)(B, A) is turned into a
left Z(B)-module. Then the operator b can be carried over to work on S
in the form

(4.0.2) bs -(b--(s)) ((0, b)}a s((0, b)}-

for all s S. There is an operator homomorphism :a -. Xa on A to (1) (B, A
where x, is the principal crossed character on B to A given by

(4.0.3) Xa(b) a- ba.

The combined map v rx on A to Sinduces amap 7" on 5)(2)(B, A) to
,(2)(B, S) which can also be viewed as induced by the map 7’ on (2)(B, A)
to ()(B, S) which is induced directly by 7. Observe that v(a)

LEMMA 4.1. Suppose, for an abelian group A, that the sequence

(0) -- A -- G - B -- (1)

is exact, where the extension G of A by B corresponds to some (2) (B, A).
Let S be the stability group of the chain G > A > (0) (with quotients B and A ).
Suppose, further, that (G) n S c .(A, G) and that %(G) A. Then the
group M S, ,(G) of automorphisms of G extends S by B where the extension
belongs to x)* (0) (2) (B, S).
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Proof. One readily verifies that S <3 M, so that each element of M can be
represented in the form (g)s, g G, s S. If (g1>8 (g2)82, then, for g’ g-g
(g’) S. We can map M onto B via ((g)s) (g); for if g is replaced by
gg’where (g’) e Sand e :(G), thenw(z) 1 since %(G) A ker;
while (g’) e S ,(G) ,(A, G) implies that g’ a’, ’ %, whence

(g’) =(a)(’) .
This shows that t is uniquely defined. Further, since (g) 1 if and only if
g A, the fact that,(A, G) (G) a S S implies that ker 2 S.

Observe that if the homomorphism on B to (A) determined by the
extension G is a monomorphism (that is, if B operates effectively on A),
then ,(G) a S can be determined as follows" giving G its representation
by ordered pairs (a, b), suppose that ((a, b)} e S. That is, for every a’ A,
((a, b)}(a’, 1) (a’, 1). But sinceis amonomorphism, b 1, so that
t(a, b)} ((a, 1)} ,(A, G). A similar proof shows that also :Z;(G) A.
We have

COROLLARY 4.1.0. If B operates effectively on A, the conditions of the lemma
are met.

Let us suppose that G, G2 is a coherent pair of extensions of A by B, B,

where if (0) -- A - G -- B (R) B2 - (1) is exact, we can take G .
Let us assume that this pair of coherent extensions corresponds to the element
((w,r,w) +()(B,B;A)) +(B,B;A) e(BI,B;A). LetS
be the stability group of the chain G A (0) (with quotients B and A).
We already know (4.0.1) that each S is a left Z(B)-module. For j i,
one can turn ()(B, A) into a left Z(Bi)-module by putting

(4.1.1) (by ]:)(x) by(](x))

for every ()(B, A) and x B. We can carry the operator b over to
an operator on S by setting

(4.1.2) b s vi b (s) (b}() s,

where is the canonical isomorphism on ()(B, A) onto S and where
(b}() is the inner automorphism on (G) induced by the complementary
extending automorphism b (G:) of the operator b on A. Moreover, b
and b commute over the S so that the latter are left Z(B1)-Z(B)-bimod-
ules. It is not difficult to show that the mapping x()’a x:) where

x)(b) a ba,

on A to ()(B, A) is an operator homomorphism (with respect both to
B and to B), and so is the combined map w r x

() on A to S which in-
duces the homomorphism on () (B, B A to () (B, B S) given by
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(4.1.3)

On the right, (Wl 1, 1) (wl(bll b12), 1, 1) stands for an element of G, with
notation of (3.7).

Consider, now, Mk {Sk, (G) GI. One readily shows that Sk < Mk,
so that the elements of Mk can be written in the form (g}( I( s, where s e S.
Let us assume that Z(G, G) c A and that S n ((G)] G) c ,(A, Gk).
One then sees that the mp 2 on M onto B B1 @ B2 given by

is independent of coset representatives and is thus an epimorphism.
the kernel turns out to be S, one hus the exact sequence

Since

(0) -- & -- M k B--) (1).

By Theorem 3.8, the groups of automorphisms 127B1 and [tTB2 are a coherent
pair of extensions of Se by B1, B. within I(G). Each tTiBk is the group of
automorphisms S, ,(G) .l (Gk), while for j # i each -IB. is the group
of automorphisms {S, ,(G, G)I GI ?l(G.i). If b is given the repre-
sentative {(0, b, 1)} le in tTB1, and if b is given the representative
((0, 1, b)}v I in tTB, a routine calculation shows that the pair of exten-
sions27B andtTiB2 of S by B, B. belongs to the element of ()(B,, B Se)
which is on the right of (4.1.3). We have established

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose, for an abelian group A, that the sequence

(0) --> A --> G ---> B1 ( B --> (1)

is exact. Let the coherent pair of extensions o-B1 oz-B2 of A by B, B corre-
spond to an element of g(B B A) which has as representative the 2-bicocycle

;(2)(B, B. ;A). Suppose that Z(o-B, G) A and that

k fl ((G) w-B) (A, 0-iBk),
where Sk is the group of autoequivalences of w-lBk over A by B Then S has a
coherent pair of extensions by B, B, a pair of subgroups of automorphisms
qf co-B, namely {S, .(co-Bk)} and {S, .(o-Bz, G) oo-lB,}. ’ ],
corresponding to the bicocycle v( .() B B S).

Suppose now that B1 (R) B2 operates effectively on A; i.e., that
:B (R) B. - 9A (A) is a monomorphism. In the extension G with these opera-
tors this means that to each g with g # 1 in B1 ( B2 there is an a e A with
{g}a a. This states that Z(A, G) A; fortiori, (o-1B, G) A.
Furthermore, as in the proof of Corollary 4.10, (g} I-*-k S if and only if
g A. This proves

COROLLARY 4.2.1.
theorem hold.

If B (R) B operates effectively on A, the conditions of the
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It is not hard to show that ker v consists of all (Wl r, w.o) ()(B, B: A)
for which the values assumed by wl, r, and .w. are fixed by all operators
fromBk, lc 1, 2. Let k(B1, B2;A) be the subgroup of(B,B2;A)
of coherent pairs of extensions GI, G2 of A by B, B2, where for this fixed
index k, G is a splitting extension of A by Bk. One readily proves that. n 2 (0), so that there is a monomorphism from : (R) to .
Let ![9(B1, B A) h-l(:), the complete inverse image in @()(Bt, B ;A
of, where by abuse of language the latter is considered as a subgroup of .
We see that !9 D , and a not very involved argument, using the fact that
consists of precisely those bicohomology classes with bicocycle representa-
tives (w, r, w) where r splits into the sum of two partial cocycles ri -[- r2,

i r 0, allows us to conclude that D ker v lc 1, 2. It turns out that
ker v consists of those cohomology classes in ![9 with bicocycle representa-
tives (wl, r + r, w2) where

(4.3.1) (i)x (-1) t,

t,

()(i j for some suitable (()(B, (B, A)). It can be shown that if
one bicocycle in a bicohomology class has components which obey equations
like (4.3.1)-(4.3.2), then all cohomologous bicocycles likewise have such com-
portents. If ()(B, A) is trivial, then (4.3.2) suces to characterize ker .
In any event, (4.3.2) characterizes a subgroup (B1, B; A) of
(BI, B;A). Since carries (B, B;A) into (B, B2; S),
induces homomorphism on (B, B: ;A) to (B, B S). One can
show that

A(ker v - (:) (B, B A_ A (ker v

A((B,B2;A)) ker, .
5. Reduction theorems

Let A be a left Z(B)-Z(B)-bimodule, and let B --- F:/R, where F is
free with natural map on F onto B with kernel R [4, p. 73ff], [9, p. 131ff].
For coset representatives f(b) of B in F, construct corresponding nor-
malized factor sets n from B B- to R.. The free group F: operates on A
in standard fashion [9, loc. cit.] via

(5.0.1) f a /,(f)a

a A, f F ;and on R via

(5.0.2) f r (f} I r,

r e R. The group Ophom(R, A; F) of F-operator homomorphisms of
R into A is the subgroup of al! a e Hom(R, A) for which, on R,

(5.0.3) a(f} f o.
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Each member of (1)(Fi, A) induces by restriction a member of
Ophom(Ri, A; Fi), and such induced members constitute a subgroup of
Ophom which we denote by Crophom(Ri, A; F). The classical result
[4, p. 73ff] is that .()(Bi, A) Ophom(R, A; F)/Crophom(R., A; F).

Similarly, define a subset Biophom(R1, R2 A; F1, F.) of

Ophom(R, A; F) @ Ophom(R, A; F)

as the set of all ordered pairs [1, ], ,: e Ophom(Rk, A; Fk), for which
there exists at least one function y e (1,1)(B1, B2 ;A) with

(We recall that the classical theory [9, p. 131ff] yields tiin 0 for all
e Ophom(R, A; Fi).) Under componentwise addition, Biophom is an

abelian group. Next, we distinguish a significant subgroup thereof, Bicrop-
horn: If Crophom(Rk, A; F), the classical theory asserts that there is a

u (()(B., A) with n ti u. The fact that

(tl, U2) ((1 Ul, 1 U2 (2 Ul, 2 U2)

shows that y il u.- ti u suffices to place [ :] in Biophom.
Bicrophom(R, R A; F1, F), which is defined as

Hence

Crophom (R, A F1) ( Crophom(R, A F2),

is subgroup of Biophom.
result, we can establish

By methods based on the proof of the classical

THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a left Z(B)-Z(B:)-bimodule where each
B --- F/Rk, Fk free. Then the following sequence is exact"

(0) - Bicrophom(R1, R A; F, F2) --> Biophom(R1, R2 A; F, F2)-- (B, B2 ;A) - (0).

We could, of course use the same method to reduce (C)()(B, B ;A), but
the resulting lack of elegance of the reduction makes it clear that is the
natural object to reduce.
From the standard "cup-product reduction theorem" [4], [10], it is possible

to prove

THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a left Z(B1)-Z(B.)-bimodule where each
B F/R F free. Let be the obvious epimorphism from F F (the free
product) to F/R1 F/R. Then, for n > O,

,(+) F/R F/R A)__
()(F/R1, Fe/Re Hom(Ri, A) @ Hom(R, A))

,(n)(F1//RI, E2/R2 Hom(ker a, A)).
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